step into
the never never

cocktail competition

introduction
The Never Never is the space beyond the horizon and between the stars.
To step into it, is to step into the unknown, it is to seek adventure. We
at Never Never Distilling Co. have always sought to pour more flavour
into the gin that we make. More flavour makes better gin and better gin
makes better drinks. Our gin make’s better drinks because we use bold,
concentrated flavours that are derived using modern techniques.
We are searching for some of the tastiest drinks in the country and
rewarding those bartenders who make them with an all-expenses trip
to visit our brand home in McLaren Vale to participate in some epic
bartender challenges (and get to experience everything that Adelaide
has to offer). You’re going to dine in amazing restaurants and drink in
incredible bars with some of Australia’s most exciting bartending talent.

the task
This competition is all about showing the versatility of Triple Juniper Gin
and the exciting flavour of our Grenache Gin ‘Ginache’. They make some
of the tastiest gin and tonics and shine in classic cocktails. You will need to
create two drinks and promote these drinks in your venue using a menu
that you will design. You will be judged against other competitors from
your state. The final winner will join other competitors from other states
of Australia (and New Zealand as well) in an amazing trip to Adelaide
where you will compete in some fun challenges for cash prizes.

the challenge
Create a drink for your venue from each of the below categories.
→ the gin for your tonic

A gin and tonic utilising Triple Juniper Gin, tonic and garnish.

→ seek more flavour

(including EITHER Triple Juniper Gin OR our Grenache Gin,
Ginache).

You are then going to need to present these drinks on a menu within your
venue. It can be a dedicated menu, an insert, a chalkboard, a projection, a
pinboard, a holograph, a tattoo, written on the back of a coaster, whatever
you like - as long as you can take a photo of it and share it with us.
The menu needs to be live in your venue for a minimum of 5 weeks. This
time period starts from the time you submit your menu to us. All menus
must be live by may 9th through to june 17th.
Enter your G&T, cocktail and your menu via the online entry portal form
that can be found on our website.
							
If you have several bartenders from one venue, they will need to ensure
their drinks are showcased on the same menu.

how to enter
1. Submit your G&T, cocktail and menu details using our online
entry portal here **neverneverdistilling.com.au/blog/step-intothe-never-never-cocktail-competition-2022**
2. Once your drinks and menu are live, post them onto your social
media channels so we can check them out (this part is important,
you get points for this!)
3. Make sure to tag us @neverneverdistillingco and use the hashtag
#stepintothenevernever

the timelines
REGISTRATION PERIOD
06.04 - 09.05
MENU LIVE IN VENUE
09.05 - 17.06
WINNERS ANNOUNCED
18.06
All venues must have their ‘Step into the Never Never’ cocktail menus
live by 9th May 2022. This means they need to be available in the venue
and uploaded onto the venue’s social media so we can see it and share it.
It also means that all entries must be uploaded onto the online portal by
that date. All menus will be judged throughout May with all winners
announced on 18th June 2022.

the prizes

venue prize
Every winning venue will also receive a case of Triple Juniper Gin. This is
our way of compensating the venue and covering the cost of having a staff
member absent for a Monday and Tuesday night service.
Also, a local Proof & Company member will visit your venue and deliver a
crisp high five.

major prize
Here at Never Never, we’re all about celebrating hospitality. We’re
bringing bartenders from all around Australia (and New Zealand) down
to Adelaide during the excitement of the Fringe Festival to show you
the flavour of our great state. From the rooftops and market places of
Adelaide to its most exciting new bars, restaurants, and wine regions, you
will be doing it all. During the day our bartender challenges will allow
you to flex your skills for great cash prizes in some of Adelaide’s most
iconic locations, during the evening you will experience everything that
Adelaide’s Fringe Festival and food and drink scene has to offer.
We will fly you to Adelaide from your part of the world in March 2023.
You’ll visit our Never Never distillery in McLaren Vale. You will meet
and speak with some incredible industry mentors and get to taste all the
flavours of South Australia. Well, as many as we can squeeze into three
days. The Challenges are aimed at not only testing your skill but also
having a good time while you’re doing it. There is no overall winner or
accumulative point systems, no one leaves anymore a winner than anyone
else. The prize is just making it here.

south australia prize
Obviously if you live in Adelaide the idea of you flying to our city is
hardly a cool incentive (although eating and drinking in our favourite
restaurants and bars will be). We’re obviously still going to include you
in the competition however the regional prize for South Australia is that
we will fly you to Sydney to represent Never Never Distilling Co. and
the good state of South Australia at Sydney Bar Week. Prize will include
flights, accommodation for two nights and an amazing opportunity to
showcase your awesomeness.

the drink categories
Each menu must contain a minimum of 2 drinks. One from each of the
below categories. If there are two bartenders who want to enter, it’s 4
drinks total.

the gin for your tonic
Competitors need to create a gin and tonic that best showcases our Triple
Juniper Gin. You are able to use whatever tonic water and garnish that
you like however the tonic water must be commercially available tonic
water (do not try to make it OR alter it through heating or using it as an
ingredient in a syrup). It needs to contain a minimum of 30ml of Triple
Juniper. Obviously, glassware, garnish and ice will all be important.
This is the part of the competition where you show us you can make a gin
and tonic well and make it exciting. That doesn’t mean you need to weave
a mat out of cucumber strips, it just means make it delicious.

seek more flavour
Competitors will also need to create a modern classic using only three
ingredients. one of those ingredients has to be either Triple Juniper
Gin or Ginache. Show us what you can do.
Here’s what doesn’t count towards your three ingredients:
Your garnish doesn’t count (or a light atomised spray), water doesn’t
count, CO2 doesn’t count, plain salt doesn’t count, naturally fermented
sugars don’t count and look, we will even give you white caster sugar. You
can use these ingredients and they won’t count on your tally of ingredients
used.
Everything else counts. You can only use a total of three ingredients.
If you made a Tom Collins with Triple Juniper or Ginache Gin, with
lemon, caster sugar, saline solution with a dehydrated lemon wheel you
have only used two ingredients (gin and lemon) as the rest don’t count.
Anything store bought is one ingredient such as bitters, vermouth,
apple cider vinegar, yuzu-infused tonic, jam, lemon curd, etc. If you
think you can beat the system, you’re probably missing the point. This is
about working with less and allowing the main ingredients to shine. It
also needs to read well and the photo you submit to accompany the menu
should make us thirsty.

the judging
You will be scored by a system of points mainly revolving around the
concept of your drinks being interesting and largely delicious. We don’t
have the budget to fly our ambassador into every state to try your cocktails
(although she’s going to give it a red hot go). It’s supposed to be a fun
challenge that helps us move some gin and gives you a chance to win an
epic prize. That’s what cocktail competitions are mainly about. Criteria
can be found on our website. You will be judged on your overall menu as
well as your two drink offerings. These drinks will be judged on paper
only, with the finalists selected based on how outrageous your drinks
sound and how much we want to drink them. Make us thirsty.

the geographies
We will be accepting entrants from the following geographies and
selecting one winner from each:
					
1. south australia					
2. victoria				
3. queensland
4. new south wales							
5. western australia
6. northern territory + act + tasmania			
7. new zealand
3 competitors will join our finalists later in the year

the criteria
Menus will be judged on the following criteria
points out of 100;

the criteria
The ‘Seek More Flavour’ category will be
judged on the following criteria points out of 100;

○

Is it actually a menu? (10 points)

○

Can you read the drinks and the prices? (10 points)

○

○

Does it make the drinks sound tasty? Does it make us thirsty? (10
points)

Does the drink’s composition from the recipe appear to be balanced
(10 points)

○

Is the drink a unique and exciting representation of a 3 ingredient
cocktail (10 points)

○

Did you spell everything correctly? (10 points)

○

Did we see it promoted online using a photo that we can easily see
(10 points)

○

Was the cocktail promoted using the menu during the competition
(10 points)

○

Was the menu available in venue for the required time (25 points)

○

Did we see it promoted online during the competition (10 points)

○

Is the menu in our opinion, an excellent menu? (25 points)

○

Is the cocktail name awesome and will it sell the drink (10 points)

○

Is the photo of the drink awesome and make us want to drink one
immediately (25 points)

○

Does the drink use three ingredients (or less) including a minimum
of 30ml of Triple Juniper Gin or Ginache Gin not including water,
Co2, plain salt and caster sugar? (25 points).

‘The Gin for your Tonic’ category will be
judged on the following criteria points out of 100;
○

Did you use the right gin and a minimum of 30ml? (10 points)

○

Does the garnish work with the commercially available tonic
selected (10)

○

Was the Triple Juniper Gin and Tonic promoted using the menu
mentioned above during the competition (10 points)

○

Did we see it promoted online during the competition (10 points)

○

That g&t sounds like something that would be a great drink in the
venue you work in (10 points)

○

Damn that’s a tasty looking gin and tonic in an amazing glass, I
sure am thirsty, I wish I could teleport there right away and drink
one (25 points)

○

The Triple Juniper Gin, tonic, garnish and glassware combination
is something unique, exciting and would appeal to someone
ordering a G&T (25 points.)

terms & conditions
1. assumption of the risk relating to covid-19. Each entrant acknowledges that they are aware of the
inherent risks associated with his/her participation in the expenses paid trip to South Australia (“Final Prize”)
including, but not limited to the potential for illness or death from infectious diseases including, but not limited
to, COVID-19. By participating in the final prize, each entrant assumes all such risks, including, but not limited
to, the risks associated with infectious diseases, such as COVID-19, and each entrant accepts and assumes all
responsibilities for such risks. This includes costs associated with quarantine or isolation including but not limited
to hotel fees, loss of income or rebooking flights. Entrants may withdraw from the Competition at any time upon
giving notice to the Sponsor.
2. Information on how to enter and prizes form part of the Terms and Conditions of Entry. Entry into this
competition is deemed acceptance of these Terms and Conditions. The promoter is Never Never Distilling Co., ABN
94612663117, PO Box 2433 McLaren Vale, South Australia 5171. (“Promoter”). The Promoter is committed to the
responsible consumption and promotion of alcohol.
3. Entry is open to all residents of Australia over the age of 18, as of the date of entry and who have fulfilled the
requirements set out below (‘Eligible Entrants’).
4. Employees, and their immediate families, of the Promoter, associated agencies and companies, contractors or
individuals are not eligible to enter this competition. Immediate family means any of the following: spouse, exspouse, de-facto spouse, child or step child (whether natural or by adoption), parent, step parent, grandparent, step
grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, brother, sister, step brother, step sister or 1st cousin.
5. The promotion will commence 1200 AEST on Wednesday 6 April 2022 and will continue until 2400 AEST on
Saturday 11 June 2022 (“Promotion Period”). To enter the promotion, Eligible Entrants must complete the
requirements as outlined in the competition document and also submit photography and details of their menu and
drinks to the competition portal found here https://neverneverdistilling.com.au

16. The Winners will be determined by the following breakdown of criteria:
i. Menu: Is it actually a menu? (10 points), Can you read the drinks and the prices? (10 points), Does it
make the drinks sound tasty? Does it make us thirsty? (10 points), Did you spell everything correctly?
(10 points), Did we see it promoted online using a photo that we can easily see (10 points), Was the menu
available in venue for the required time (25 points) Is the menu in our opinion, an excellent menu? (25
points)
ii. Did you use the right gin and a minimum of 30ml? (10 points) Does the garnish work with the
commercially available tonic selected (10 points), Was the Triple Juniper Gin and Tonic promoted using
the menu mentioned above during the competition (10 points), Did we see it promoted online during the
competition (10 points), That G&T sounds like something that would be a great drink in the venue you
work in (10 points), Damn that’s a tasty looking gin and tonic in an amazing glass, I sure am thirsty, I
wish I could teleport there right away and drink one (25 points), the Triple Juniper Gin, tonic, garnish
and glassware combination is something unique, exciting and would appeal to someone ordering a G&T
(25 points.)
iii. Does the drink’s composition from the recipe appear to be balanced (10 points), Is the drink a unique
and exciting representation of a three ingredient cocktail (10 points), Was the cocktail promoted using
the menu during the competition (10 points), Did we see it promoted online during the competition (10
points), Is the cocktail name awesome and will it sell the drink (10 points), Is the photo of the drink
awesome and make us want to drink one immediately (25 points) Does the drink use three ingredients
(or less) including a minimum of 30ml of Triple Juniper Gin or Ginache Gin not including water, Co2,
plain salt and caster sugar? (25 points).
17. The Promoter’s decision is final, and no correspondence will be entered into.
18. The Winners venue from each region will also receive 6 bottles of Triple Juniper Gin. The arrival of this gin will
coincide with the prize trip to Never Never Distilling Co. If the bartender changes venues before the prize has been
awarded, the new venue will receive the prize. The case of gin is to cover the absence of the bartender from the
roster during that period.

7. All menus must be live in the Eligible Entrants venue by Monday 9 May 2021.

19. Total maximum prize pool is up to the value of $2000 (incl. GST) per Winner. The Prize is not transferable or
exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash (unless otherwise indicated). The Prize must be taken as offered and
cannot be varied. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any variation in prize value. All prize values are the
recommended retail price including GST (where applicable). Prize includes flights and accommodation from each
contestants region (with the exception of South Australia). It also includes dinner and lunch for the 2 day period.
Prize also includes the chance to win cash prizes across (3) separate challenges during the 2 day period. These
prizes will be delivered in the form of a cash card and are a game of skill.

8. Evaluation of the menus, gin and tonic and cocktail serves will occur between 2400 AEST Friday 13 May, 2022 and
2400 Friday 10 June, 2022 and selection of the top entrant per region will occur.

20. The Promoter takes no responsibility for Winners who miss flights. These flights will not be re-booked and the
Winners will forfeit their position unless they re-book flights at their own expense.

9. The Final Prize will occur later in 2022 pending Covid restrictions. A final date is yet to be decided.

21. Prizes, or any unused portion of a prize, are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash unless
otherwise won as a cash component of the prize.

6. Entries received will be considered final by the Promoters. Entries which are incomplete, inaccurate, erroneous,
illegible, inappropriate, offensive or incomprehensible or which infringe intellectual property rights will be
deemed invalid.

10. The Eligible Entrants with the highest score in each region will be deemed as the winners (“Winners”). This is a
game of skill and chance plays no part in determining the Winners.
11. The Promoter will select six (6) Winners, one from each designated region. These regions include (1) South
Australia, (2) Queensland, (3) Victoria, (4) Western Australia, (5) New South Wales, (6) All other states and
territories of Australia plus three winners from New Zealand.
12. If the regional winner does not accept any element of the Final Prize, the Promoter is not obliged to provide the
Prize Winner with a substitute prize. The next positioned competitor from the region will be promoted to fill the
vacant position.
13. The winning entrants will be announced on World Gin Day, Saturday 12 June 2021 on Never Never Distilling Co.
social media channels.
14. If the regional winner during the period between being announced as the winner and undertaking the prize ceases
to be employed as a bartender, they will no longer be eligible as the state winner and the second-place winner will
be appointed the overall state representative. If they still casually work as a bartender then it must make up the
majority of their working week.
15. If the regional winner during the period between being announced as the winner and undertaking the prize moves
venues, their new venue must range Never Never Distilling Co. on their back bar or cocktail menu. If they do not
they will no longer be eligible as the state winner and the second-place winner will be appointed the overall state
representative.

22. The South Australian Winners will also win return flights to Sydney for Sydney Bar Week. As part of Australian
Bar Week they will potentially bartend at a South Australian takeover event that is yet to be announced.
23. The Promoter collects personal information in order to conduct the promotion and may, for this purpose, disclose
such information to third parties, including but not limited to agents, contractors and service providers. Entry is
conditional on providing this information. The Promoter may, for an indefinite period, unless otherwise advised,
use the information collected for promotional, marketing, publicity and research purposes. All entries become the
property of the Promoter.
24. To the extent permitted by law the Promoter (including each of their officers, employees and agents) will not be
liable for any loss, damage or personal injury (including liability in negligence) or any loss of opportunity whether
direct, indirect, special or consequential arising in any way out of the entrants’ participation in the Promotion
except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law.
25. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limits, excludes or modifies or purports to limit, exclude or modify the
statutory consumer guarantees as provided under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), as well as any
other implied warranties under any similar consumer protection laws in the State and Territories of Australia.
26. The laws of Australia apply to this promotion to the exclusion of any other law. Entrants submit to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of Australia.

